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By Chris Van Tullekin, Xand van Tulleken, Andrew Cohen

FIREFLY BOOKS, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. An exciting
visual guide to the unseen and unknown wonders of the human body. 206 bones. Ten fingers. Two
eyes. One heart. We may think we know the human body, but it turns to hold a lot of surprises.
Published to coincide with a major new prime time BBC series, this specially commissioned book
combines cutting-edge science with cutting-edge technology to present the human body as we ve
never seen before. Pioneering specialist photography and digital effects allow readers to catch a
tantalizing glimpse beneath our skin, leading to wondrous discovery of the secrets that make every
ordinary human body . extraordinary. What makes tears of joy different from tears of sadness? Why
is a gut feeling so much smarter than you think? And why is 90 percent of you not even human? We
may think we know the human body -- heart, lungs, brain and bones -- but it s time we think again.
The human body is full of extraordinary mysteries that science is only just beginning to understand.
This exciting book -- packed front to back with color photographs and illustrations, clear text, cut-
away drawings,...
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ReviewsReviews

This published book is wonderful. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly

A really great publication with perfect and lucid explanations. Of course, it is play, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this book
from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er
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